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ABSTRACT

The Modular Remote Radiation Monitor (MRRM) is a novel radiation monitor suitable for monitoring
environmental exposure to ionizing radiation. It is a portable compact-size low-power microprocessor-based
electronic device which provides its monitoring data to other electronic systems, physically distant from it, by
means of an electronic communication channel, which can be wired or wireless according to the requirements
of each application. Besides its low-power highly-integrated circuit design, the Modular Remote Radiation
Monitor is presented in a modular architecture, which promotes full compliance to the technical requirements of
different applications while minimizing cost, size and power consumption. Its communication capability also
supports the implementation of a network of multiple radiation monitors connected to a supervisory system,
capable of remotely controlling each monitor independently as well as visualizing the radiation levels from all
monitors. A prototype of the MRRM, functionally equivalent to the MRA-7027 radiation monitor, was
implemented and connected to a wired MODBUS network of MRA-7027 monitors, responsible for monitoring
ionizing radiation inside Argonauta reactor room at Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear. Based on the highly
positive experimental results obtained, further design is currently underway in order to produce a consumer
version of the MRRM.

1. INTRODUCTION

Originally thought as the next generation of MRA 7027 [1], a radiation monitor designed and
manufactured by Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear (CNEN) in the past, the Modular
Remote Radiation Monitor (MRRM) is been designed as a portable microprocessor-based
radiation monitor suitable for monitoring environmental exposure to ionizing radiation.

The design was primarily motivated by current state-of-the-art in microelectronics, which
now provides highly-integrated circuits with advanced processing capabilities, both digital
and analog, while keeping power consumption to a minimum. These characteristics combined
promote the design of smart radiation monitors with compact size and battery-powered
operation.

Additionally, popular data communication protocols, either wired or wireless, are now easily
supported by advanced communication Integrated Circuits (ICs) at an affordable price. This
encourages the transmission of monitoring data to other electronic systems, even distantly
located from the monitor, resulting in real-time wide-area radiation monitoring, with valuable
benefits to safety in nuclear engineering.
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Monitor design is based on modularity concept. Primary monitoring functions are partitioned
into modules, as described in the next section. Each module can be designed in different
versions, each version presenting unique technical specifications and functionalities.
Consequently, the MRRM supports a broader range of applications by means of exploiting
combination of modules and their versions.

2. RADIATION MONITOR CONCEPT

While state-of-the-art in microelectronics allows the realization of a low-power low-cost
compact-size electronic circuit capable of monitoring ionizing radiation [2], product design
still is highly affected by technical specifications derived from each particular application in
nuclear instrumentation.

For instance, an electronic circuit responsible for detecting ionizing particles is extremely
dependent on which types of particles it must detect, as well as their energy range.

As a consumer product, design also depends on user functionalities and the Human-Machine
Interface (HMI) defined [3].

Finally, all those technical requirements must be balanced in order to keep the monitor at an
acceptable price, so it does not become overpriced for simpler applications.

Since those requirements vary from application to application, the existence of a large variety
of radiation monitors with distinct specifications and functionalities became de facto in
nuclear instrumentation [2], [3], [4], [5].

Therefore the Modular Remote Radiation Monitor, besides its low-power highly-integrated
circuit design, is presented in an unique modular architecture in order to comply with a
broader range of applications while minimizing cost, size and power consumption.

The proposed concept is to promote such compliance by a different combination in number
and type of modules previously designed and manufactured, therefore minimizing redesign
cost. Ideally, a change in one technical specification would require just a simple replacement
of one or more modules readily available.

Additionally, the MRRM provides its monitoring data to other electronic systems, physically
distant from it, by means of an electronic communication channel, which can be wired or
wireless according to the requirements of each application.

Its communication capability also supports the implementation of a network of multiple
MRRMs connected to a supervisory system. Such supervisory system is capable of
controlling each monitor independently as well as visualizing the radiation levels from all
monitors.

As detailed in the next section, the MRRM is currently comprised of five different modules.
Three of them are mandatory while two modules are optional, i.e. are connected to the
MRRM only if required by technical specifications. Each module implements a specific
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function of the MRRM and can be presented in multiple versions, each version presenting
distinct technical specifications and/or offering unique user functionalities.

The complete MRRM, containing all 5 modules, is illustrated in Fig. 1. The modules are
arranged in a star configuration, with Power module at the center. Another possible
arrangement is cascade configuration, with modules placed side by side. In the later, there is
no central module and the modules can be arranged in any order.

Figure 1: MRRM diagram with all modules connected in star configuration.

2.1.  Modules Description

The Modular Remote Radiation Monitor physically consists of compact-size modules
attached to each other, each module implementing one specific task of the MRRM.

Five modules are currently available:

(1) Detection & Alarm Module
(2) Communication Module
(3) Visualization & Log Module
(4) Interlock Module
(5) Power Module

All modules, whether optional or not, are connected to the Intermodule Bus comprised of
data and power signals. The Intermodule Bus allows internal communication between
modules and enables partitioning of data processing within the MRRM.
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The Detection & Alarm Module is mandatory and is the core of the MRRM. It is responsible
for detection of ionizing radiation, digital analysis of radiation data and activation of visual
and audible alarms when radiation level exceeds a programmable predefined limit.

The Detection & Alarm Module is also responsible for:

(1) polarization of its radiation detector (such as Geiger-Müller tubes and scintillation
detectors) by means of its high voltage regulator
(2) detector saturation alert when incident radiation is higher than supported by the detector
(3) data transmission to the Intermodule Bus regarding detected radiation and Module status
(4) operating failure check by means of regular self-test of vital components

The Detection & Alarm Module is presented in multiple versions: some contain a radiation
detector integrated into it, others provide a connector for attaching an external detector. Each
version is electrically designed for a specific detector, e.g. Geiger-Müller tube, scintillation
detector, semiconductor detector. Detectable particles (beta, gamma, X-ray) and their energy
range are defined by the detector used.

The Communication Module is also mandatory and is essential to the “Remote” functionality
of the MRRM. It is responsible for digital data transmission regarding system-level status as
well as radiation levels, to other electronic systems. Data communication can be wired or
wireless.

It also provides the ability of MRRM being remotely operated, i.e., parameters related to
MRRM internal processing can be controlled by a remote system, if security access is granted
by the MRRM.

Finally, the Communication Module allows the constitution of a network, wired or wireless,
of multiple MRRMs. The network is also connected to a supervisory control system, which
can independently control each MRRM in the network as well as access monitoring data from
each MRRM in real time. Such monitoring network is commonly adopted in nuclear facilities
for safety reasons.

The Communication Module is presented in multiple versions, each version implementing
one specific communication protocol (e.g. RS-485, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth). A direct
advantage of MRRM modularity is the change of its communication protocol based on the
change of Communication Module’s version, while all other modules remain unaffected.

The Visualization & Log Module is optional and mainly provides the visualization of
radiation levels in an integrated LCD screen. An improved version of this module also
supports logging of such levels over time in non-volatile internal memory. Such memory can
be remotely accessed by the supervisory system at any time. It also supports logging, with
precise date and time tags, of specific events such as: excessive radiation levels, alarm
activation, detector saturation and detector voltage out of range.

The Interlock Module is another optional module and is designed specifically for nuclear
facilities which support remote alarm and safety interlock signals for automatic reactor
shutdown. Such signals become active once a relevant radiation level exceeds a
programmable predefined value. The Interlock Module is optimized for providing a fast
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interlock signal since reactor shutdown must be performed at the shortest possible delay for
safety reasons.

The Power Module is mandatory and is responsible for providing DC electrical power to all
modules connected to the Intermodule Bus. Depending on its version, that power may be
provided by internal batteries, connection to an AC electrical wall outlet or both. The former
version realizes a portable version of the MRRM - suitable for outdoor environmental
monitoring - while the latter guarantees DC power even during AC electrical power outage.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Being the core of the MRRM, a prototype of the Detection & Alarm Module has been
implemented and tested. It was designed to detect gamma radiation by means of an integrated
Geiger-Müller tube operating at 500V. It also integrates an RS-485 communication driver so
it can replace an MRA-7027 radiation monitor operating over a wired MODBUS network.
Compared to the original MRA-7027, a compact-size low-power detector with improved
performance and extra features was obtained as pictured in Fig. 2. Only audible and visual
alarms were not implemented in this prototype version.

Figure 2: Detection & Alarm Module prototype.

Experimental tests carried out at Argonauta reactor [6], installed at Instituto de Engenharia
Nuclear (IEN), proved the MRRM concept to be very promising. The prototype was placed
next to an MRA-7027 radiation monitor inside reactor room. With both monitors connected
to the supervisory network and their Geiger-Müller detectors placed side by side, the
prototype was tested during Argonauta operation over several days. Qualitative analysis of
radiation levels from both monitors, collected by the supervisory system, proved the
prototype to be a perfect replacement to the MRA-7027 in terms of detection accuracy as
well as functionality.
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In the next step, a preliminary prototype of the Communication Module, compatible with Wi-
Fi [7] wireless networks, was also implemented. Experimental tests carried out with
Detection module and Communication module connected together yielded outstanding
results, with radiation data being displayed in real time on a wireless portable device with
iOS [8] operating system, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Real-time visualization of MRRM radiation data on a wireless portable
device.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The Modular Remote Radiation Monitor is a novel concept for ionizing radiation monitor
based on task partitioning within functional modules which has been proved very promising
by experimental tests carried out at Argonauta reactor.

Based on highly positive experimental results, further work is currently underway in order to
implement the remaining modules of the MRRM and obtain a consumer version.
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